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ABSTRACT

Aim Biodiversity losses under the species level may have been severely underes-

timated in future global climate change scenarios. Therefore, it is important to

characterize the diversity units at this level, as well as to understand their eco-

logical responses to climatic forcings. We have chosen an endemic rodent from

a highly endangered ecogeographic area as a model to look for distributional

responses below the species level: Phyllotis darwini.

Location The central Chile biodiversity hotspot: This area harbours a high

number of endemic species, and it is known to have experienced vegetational

displacements between two mountain systems during and after the Last Glacial

Maximum.

Methods We have characterized cryptic lineages inside P. darwini in a classic

phylogeographic approach; those intraspecific lineages were considered as rele-

vant units to construct distribution models at Last Glacial Maximum and at

present, as border climatic conditions. Differences in distribution between bor-

der conditions for each lineage were interpreted as distributional responses to

post-glacial climate change.

Results The species is composed of two major phylogroups: one of them has a

broad distribution not only across the valley but also in mountain ranges,

whereas the other displays a disjunct distribution across both mountain ranges

and always above 1500 m. The lineage distribution model under LGM climatic

conditions suggests that both lineages were codistributed in the southern por-

tion of P. darwini’s current geographic range, mainly at the valley and at the

coast.

Main conclusions Present distribution of lineages in P. darwini is the conse-

quence of a cryptic distributional response to climate change after LGM: post-

glacial northward colonization, with strict altitudinal segregation of both

phylogroups.

Keywords
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INTRODUCTION

Climate regimes may affect species distribution, and there-

fore, future climate change could potentially induce

geographic range dynamics such as contraction, expansion or

geographic range shifts (Walther et al., 2002; Pearson &

Dawson, 2003; Summers et al., 2012). It is also agreed that

the climatic impact on species distribution can be extrapo-

lated in community and ecosystem shifts (Walther et al.,

2002; Hamann & Wang, 2006). For these reasons, the species
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level might be critical for conservation issues in a global

climate change scenario (GCC).

At the species level, climate change is expected to affect

the geographic range mainly through physiological restric-

tions as temperature and precipitation tolerances in conjunc-

tion with species dispersal abilities (Walther et al., 2002).

Altogether, those factors may determine species ability to

keep up with climate change. From an ecological perspective,

expected species responses to climate change are (1) to toler-

ate or spread in the new climatic set up (either by physiolog-

ical tolerance or phenotypic plasticity), (2) to change its

distribution in order to catch up the new climate regime and

(3) to become extinct (Pettorelli, 2012). Range shifts may

change the distribution of genetic diversity, and range con-

tractions will most likely reduce the genetic diversity (Alsos

et al., 2012; Pauls et al., 2013). Nevertheless, the emphasis

on the role of evolution in species responses to climate

change has been usually focused on evolutionary adaptations

and the relationship between species adaptation speed and

climatic change rate (Hoffmann & Sgr�o, 2011).

It has been recently proposed about the need to consider

GCC effects on biodiversity below the species level, other

than the usually advocated adaption potential and phenotyp-

ical plasticity issues. There exists a severe lack of studies on

GCC effects on biodiversity at the intraspecific genetic level.

This is highly evident if we compare it with the vast amount

of publications at the ecosystem, community and species

levels (Fraser & Bernatchez, 2001), despite the general agree-

ment on the importance of evolutionary significant units

(ESUs) for conservation planning. B�alint et al. (2011)

demonstrated that species with strong population genetic

structure will face massive losses of diversity at the

intraspecific level in a future GCC scenario; these authors

refer to this as ‘cryptic diversity’. This term has been coined

to appoint for biodiversity units below the species level, such

as haplotypes, ESUSs and molecular operational taxonomic

units (MOTUs). The term should not be confused with the

classical concept of cryptic species. Therefore, conservation

strategies based only on species, community or ecosystem

organization levels could be an oversimplified approach.

For the above reasons, it might be critical for future con-

servation planning not just to quantify the amount of cryptic

diversity at risk, but to understand what could be the ecolog-

ical and evolutionary responses of ESUs below the species

level to GCC. There exists an important number of publica-

tions trying to understand the relationship between evolu-

tionary and ecological species responses to climate change,

mainly through phylogeographic information and species

distribution models (SDMs; Carstens & Richards, 2007;

Waltari et al., 2007; Kozak et al., 2008; Provan & Bennett,

2008; Cordellier & Pfenninger, 2009; Marske et al., 2009;

Waltari & Guralnick, 2009; Buckley et al., 2010; Lim et al.,

2010; Allal et al., 2011; Eckert, 2011; Gugger et al., 2011;

Marske et al., 2011; Svenning et al., 2011; Marske et al.,

2012; Qi et al., 2012). However, approaches using intraspeci-

fic phylogenetic information to build lineage distribution

models (lineages below the species level) are less frequent,

even though this approach has been used with success in sys-

tematics for species delimitation (Raxworthy et al., 2007;

Rissler & Apodaca, 2007; Engelbrecht et al., 2011; Florio

et al., 2012; du Toit et al., 2012). Studies evaluating the rela-

tionship between lineage formation and variation of the eco-

logical niche in the Peromyscus maniculatus species group

(Kalkvik et al., 2011) demonstrated that the majority of

genetic lineages within species occupy distinct environmental

niches. In another integrated approach, Fontanella et al.

(2012) concluded that two main haploclades in the lizard

Liolaemus petrophilus shared different distributional responses

to climate change during the Pleistocene. Therefore, realistic

predictions of range shifts for future climate change scenarios

should consider phylogenetic information to perform lin-

eage-specific distribution models, because species might not

necessarily respond as an ecological unit to future GCC.

In this work, we evaluated the geographic range responses

of an endemic rodent species from a biodiversity hotspot to

past climate change. We specifically evaluated the responses

to climate change after Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), inte-

grating intraspecific diversity information and intraspecific

lineage distribution models for present and past climatic

conditions. This information is valuable to understand what

should be the relevant implications of considering cryptic

diversity in conservation strategies planning, compared to

approaches based only in species or ecosystem levels. This

information should be relevant for conservation strategies, by

setting more realistic assumptions on species responses to

GCC. We chose a sigmodontine rodent species as study

model, endemic to a biodiversity hotspot area in central

Chile because: (1) we wanted to know how vertebrate species

have responded to climate change in a currently endangered

area; (2) there is abundant evidence showing that general

genetic structure of species in a hotspot shows features that

are characteristic of the region and its particular evolutionary

and geo-climatic history (Calsbeek et al., 2003; Tolley et al.,

2006, 2009; Carnaval et al., 2009; Verboom et al., 2009a,b).

Former evidence suggests that biodiversity hotspots may be

appropriate systems to study the relationship between cli-

mate dynamics and genetic differentiation in endangered

areas.

Sixty-one species of endemic vertebrates have been

described in the hotspot of central Chile (Simonetti, 1999).

The latter area is one of the 25 areas proposed as hotspots

based on endemism and threat of habitats (Myers et al.,

2000). Of the 150 mammal species described for Chile, 56

are distributed in central Chile with nine endemics, with

rodents representing the greatest diversity (12 species; Palma,

2007). One of these endemics is the sigmodontine Phyllotis

darwini (Waterhouse, 1837), the Darwin’s leaf-eared mouse

distributed from Atacama to B�ıo B�ıo regions (27 to 36°S),
and from coastal areas up to 2000 m (Redford & Eisenberg,

1992). The species is part of the tribe Phyllotini (46 species,

19 in Chile; Spotorno et al., 2001) with a hypothesized origin

in the southern Altiplano (Reig, 1986; Spotorno et al., 2001)
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and none recognized subspecies (Walker et al., 1984; Steppan

et al., 2007).

We expected that potential genetic splits in Phyllotis dar-

wini might be associated with the altitudinal gradient given

by the Andes, the valleys and the Coastal Cordillera. We also

expected that the history of the species’ geographic range

shows signatures of the LGM in central Chile. This event was

chosen to test the hypothesis because it is known that Qua-

ternary glaciations were one of the most important factors in

determining current genetic structure of many populations,

species and communities (Hewitt, 2000). Although central

Chile was not extensively glaciated at LGM, the glacial

advanced northwards through the Andes (Clapperton &

Rabassa, 1990; Clapperton, 1994) descending to about

1100 m with a subsequent drop in the temperature and an

increased rainfall (Heusser, 1983, 1990; Lamy et al., 1999).

The latter scenario may have triggered an Andean vegeta-

tional shift downwards to the valley during glacial periods,

and a subsequent movement upwards during interglacial.

These shifts may have given rise to current biogeographic

insulas in the Andes and the Coastal cordilleras of central

Chile (Darwin, 1859; Simpson, 1983; Heusser, 1990;

Villagr�an & Armesto, 1991; Villagr�an & Hinojosa, 2005). In

addition, it has been suggested that lizards and rodents spe-

cies diversity in central Chile is explained by different specia-

tion modes, as a result of differential interaction between

mountain geography, Quaternary glaciations and ecological

features (Fuentes & Jaksic, 1979).

Having the former scenario, the goals of this paper were

(1) to evaluate the genetic and phylogenetic structure of

Phyllotis darwini to look for cryptic intraspecific lineages; (2)

to build lineage distribution models at present and at LGM;

and (3) to investigate whether species have behaved as a sin-

gle distributional unit in response to past climate change. To

these goals, we sequenced the Hypervariable domain II of

the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) control region in Phyllotis

darwini to recover the morphologically cryptic phylogenetic

lineages, and build distribution models for each lineage at

present and at LGM. We expected to discern whether Phyllo-

tis darwini have shifted its geographic range as a single eco-

logical unit as LGM to present or whether there exists

cryptic phylogenetic lineages which shared independent dis-

tributional responses to past climate change after glacial

retreat.

METHODS

Fully detailed Methodology is available in Appendix S2.

Sixty-eight specimens of Phyllotis darwini were analysed

representing 18 localities across central Chile (Fig. 1). The

list of specimens, localities and abbreviations is given in

Appendix S1. We followed the ASM guidelines during the

collection and care of the animals used in this work (Sikes &

Gannon, 2011).

We used frozen liver for DNA extraction. The DNA

extraction in Phyllotis magister (used as outgroup) was per-

formed from ethanol preserved ear tissue. We sequenced the

Hypervariable domain II (HV2) of the mitochondrial DNA

(mtDNA) control region in 72 individuals.

Genetic data were analysed in a phylogeographic context,

using the software BAYES PHYLOGENIES (Pagel & Meade, 2004)

for phylogenetic reconstruction, GENELAND (Guilliot et al.,

2005) for genetic units delimitation and BEAST v.1.7.4 (Drum-

mond et al., 2006) for time calibrations.

Climatic niche models were built in the software package

MAXENT v. 3.2.1 (Phillips et al., 2006) (current and LGM cli-

matic conditions). Trapping coordinates of each individual

captured for DNA extraction were used as presence points.

RESULTS

Molecular marker

The Tajima’s D value of 0.54865 was not significative

(P > 0.10); thus, the neutral mutation hypothesis could not

be rejected for the HVII domain. The Index of Substitution

Saturation (Iss) obtained with the Xia test (Xia et al., 2003)

was significantly lower than the Critical Index of Substitution

Saturation Value (Iss.c), with Iss = 0.4211 Iss.c = 0.7035 and

a P-value of 0.0053. Therefore, the molecular marker shows

a small saturation, meeting the neutrality and non-saturation

assumptions.

Thirty-seven haplotypes were recovered representing 68

sequences of P. darwini, with 32 private haplotypes, whereas

27 were represented by a single individual. Among the five

most frequent haplotypes, three were shared haplotypes and

two had a broad geographic distribution encompassing sev-

eral localities: DIV1 (11 individuals from Llanos de Challe

and Observatorio la Silla, four individuals from Fray Jorge,

two from Pelambres, two from Chillep�ın and one from Que-

brada del Tigre); DIV2 (five individuals from Fray Jorge,

Chillep�ın, Cerro Santa In�es and two from San Carlos de

Apoquindo).

Intraspecific phylogeny, haplotype network and

molecular clock

The intraspecific phylogeny confirmed Phyllotis darwini as a

monophyletic group, with two major clusters and a posterior

probability value of 1.0 (Fig. 2). These results disagree with

the genetic homogeneity suggested for this species by Step-

pan et al. (2007). One of the recovered clades included hap-

lotypes from almost all localities sampled in this work

(hereafter ‘Lineage B’; Fig. 2). Lineage B included two widely

distributed haplotypes, namely DIV1 and DIV2, distributed

from Llanos de Challe to Quebrada del Tigre (28°–32°S) and
from Fray Jorge to San Carlos de Apoquindo (30°–33°S),
respectively (Figs 1 and 2). The phylogenetic topology sug-

gests some structuring within lineage B towards the south-

ernmost distributional range (Agua Tendida and Quirihue,

36°S; Fig. 1). Despite the low number of localities represent-

ing the southernmost range, we recovered the haplotypes
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from Agua Tendida and Quirihue as a well-supported sub-

clade, reciprocally monophyletic with respect to the north-

ernmost haplotypes belonging to lineage B. Taken together,

haplotypes from B are distributed throughout almost the

entire latitudinal range of P. darwini. The other supported

group (hereafter Lineage A) is restricted to the northernmost

locality of Pan de Az�ucar National Park (26°S) in the Coastal

Desert, and to the highland localities of Observatorio La

Figure 1 Geographic distribution of localities sampled in Phyllotis darwini distributional range.
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Silla, Pelambres and Tranque de Relaves Barahona in the

Andean Cordillera, and to Cerro el Roble in the Coastal

Cordilllera (Figs 1 and 2). Lineage A is clearly differentiated

from the geographically widespread lineage B. All haplotypes

in lineage A were sampled in disjunct localities, with

altitudes above 1500 m with the exception of one haplotype

sampled in the coast (Pan de Az�ucar National Park).

The median-joining network was congruent in recovering

lineages A and B inferred from MultiBayes (Figs 2 and 3).

Lineage B included the most frequent and widespread

Figure 2 Phyllotis darwini intraspecific

phylogeny based on Bayes Markov Chain

Monte Carlo method (BMCMC). The

phylogeny was obtained for the

Hypervariable Domain II (HV2) from

the mitochondrial control region

sequence data, whereas for BMCMC

represents a consensus tree from the

n = 9950 trees from the converged

Markov chain. Posterior probability

values over 0.5 are represented on each

node.

Figure 3 Median-Joining haplotype

network for the Phyllotis darwini

mitochondrial DNA data set. The size of

the Haplotype tip is proportional to its

frequency. Numbers on the branches are

mutational steps between haplotype tips;

when the branch has no number the tips

are separated by just one mutational

step. Black- and grey-filled circles are

private haplotypes sampled at localities

above and below 1500 m altitude,

respectively. Dashed circles represent

shared haplotypes. The DIV 1 is a shared

haplotype, but the proportion of

individuals sampled above 1500 m

altitude is designated by a black-filled

slice.
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haplotypes with a large number of mutational steps (34) sep-

arating lineages A and B, despite the geographic proximity

between both phylogroups is less than 30 km. This contrasts

with the nine mutational steps that separate Agua Tendida

and Quirihue haplotypes (Fig. 1), 400 km away from the rest

of haplotypes of lineage B. Finally, the 95% highest posterior

density (HDP) interval for node ages were 0.47–2.9 MYa for

lineage B, and 0.06–1.99 Mya for lineage A (Fig. 4), suggest-

ing that main intraspecific lineages in Phyllotis darwini were

established long before LGM (21 Kya).

Population genetics analyses

The highest posterior probability density occurred in a value

of three for the number of populations parameter. Thus, we

set the number of populations at three for the next indepen-

dent runs; we choose the highest average posterior probabil-

ity density as the better run to estimate both, the posterior

probability cluster membership of each individual, and the

geographic position of clusters. The output of the best run

was used to draw a map with an estimation of the

geographic position of each cluster, as well as the isoclines

of population membership (Fig. 5). We recovered three

populations within the species, one restricted to the south-

ernmost part of the distribution range around 36°S at the

coast (Fig. 5, cluster 1). The geographic extension of this

population could be broader than the estimated because we

failed to capture individuals around Quirihue and Agua Ten-

dida neither northward nor in the Andean cordillera. The

second population (Fig. 5, cluster 2) ranges between 28°S
and 34°S, mostly in the central valley and the Andean slopes

up to 1500 m. This population encompasses the major por-

tion of the species distributional range. Individuals from the

third population (cluster 3; Fig. 5) appeared as belonging to

three disjunct high-altitude locations and to the northern-

most locality of Pan de Az�ucar in the Coastal Desert. Those

three populations inferred within the species agreed exactly

with the major genealogical clusters inferred from the

intraspecific phylogeny and the haplotype network analysis:

Clusters 1 and 2 altogether corresponded to the distribution

of lineage B, displaying an haplotype diversity (Hd) of 0.812

(sd = 0.06) and nucleotide diversity (Pi) of 0.005; cluster 3

corresponded to lineage A with an Hd value of 0.978

(sd = 0.05) and Pi = 0.01.

We evaluated whether there was evidence of isolation by

distance. We divided the localities in the two major clades

because we hypothesized the broad latitudinal extension of

each clade as a potential source of genetic differentiation in a

stepping stone pattern. Lineage B included localities from the

coast and from the valleys, as well as localities from the slopes

of the Andes and Coastal cordillera. Lineage A included high-

altitude localities from the Andes and Coastal cordillera, being

Pan de Az�ucar the exception to this group as it is a lowland

locality. The results indicated that there exists a significant

correlation between genetic differentiation and geographic

distance into the populations belonging to lineage B with a P-

value of 0.049. Meanwhile, in the localities belonging to lin-

eage A, the correlation was not significantly distinct from the

expected by chance with a P-value of 0.4915. We repeated the

test for lineage A now excluding the locality of Pelambres as

this shares haplotypes assigned to both major phylogroups.

However, the correlation was still not significantly distinct

from the expected by chance with a P-value of 0.2073.

As there is an haplogroup distributed throughout the

range of P. darwini (lineage B), whereas the other it is

mainly restricted to high-altitude locations (lineage A), we

considered each lineage as separate demes. We evaluated

whether each haplogroup had independently experienced an

abrupt demographic expansion during its evolutionary his-

tory through the ‘distribution of pairwise genetic differences’.

To test the goodness-of-fit from the observed mismatch dis-

tribution to the simulated distribution under the assumption

of sudden expansion, we implemented the least square devia-

tion method. The Sum of Square Deviations (SSD) value was

0.025 for lineage B and 0.031 for lineage A; its associated P-

value was 0.85 and 0.29, respectively. Accordingly, the

hypothesis of sudden expansion cannot be rejected and we

concluded that populations of both clades have experienced

at least one important and sudden population size expansion

across its evolutionary history.

Figure 4 D-loop-based phylogeny for

intraspecific lineages in P. darwini and

other related species. Diversification

times (expressed in millions years)

appears below in scale bar. Numbers on

the nodes represent 95% highest prior

density estimates (95% HPD) for the

node age.
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Distribution models

To test the assumption that overlapped lineage distribution

models may approximate whole species distribution models,

we compared our estimations of Phyllotis darwini’s distribu-

tion range from (1) all trapping localities as a single distribu-

tional unit (Table 1) and (2) models for each intraspecific

lineage as an independent distributional unit (Fig. 6,

Tables 1 and 2). The result shows that the whole species

range model is an accurate approximation of the observed

distribution range for P. darwini (26°S to 36°S observed,

25°S to 36.5°S predicted; map not shown) and also, with

high model performance (AUC, Table 1), whereas over-

lapped lineage distribution models appeared to slightly over-

predict northern distribution (22°S to 36.5°S). Both models

are good and consistent approximations of current Phyllotis

darwini’s geographic range.

According to the maximum training sensitivity plus speci-

ficity logistic threshold, the distribution model for lineage B

encompasses the whole distributional range of P. darwini

(Fig. 6, Table 2, full colour scale). Considering that same

threshold, suitable areas for lineage A at present are highly

overlapped with the predicted distribution for lineage B; this

model is in conflict with our observation of strict altitudinal

segregation, where lineage A is distributed almost exclusively

above 1500 m in both cordilleras. Considering the abrupt

orographic changes which characterizes central Chile, and

the associated risk of overprediction in the distribution mod-

els for patchy environments, we investigated the spatial

distribution of logistic probability values inside the suitability

area determined by the threshold (Fig. 6, white–blue portion

of the colour scale): we observed that high logistic probabil-

ity values have non-random associations with major oro-

graphic features, with all the 50% of highest values

distributed in the valley and coastal cordillera for lineage B,

and exclusively in elevations above 1500 m in both cordil-

leras for lineage A (Fig. 6). In summary, overlapped lineage

Figure 5 Map of population membership posterior probability. According to Geneland analysis, the species is composed of three

genetic units, designated as cluster 1, 2 and 3. Map depicts posterior probability iso-lines of belong to each cluster.

Table 1 AUC values and standard deviation for whole species’

distribution and individual lineage’s distribution models.

Model AUC AUC stdv.

P. darwini whole specie’s range 0.971 0.022

P. darwini lineage A 0.968 0.025

P. darwini lineage B 0.83 0.15
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distribution models had slightly worst performance and some

overprediction compared to the whole species’ distribution

model, but when considering the areas with the highest 50%

of logistic probability values inside the suitability area, the

lineage distribution models reproduced very accurately the

particular distributional pattern observed for both phy-

logroups at present. This information is missed in the whole

species’ distribution range model.

Past lineage distribution estimated by both LGM models

is conflicting (CCSM and MIROC, Fig. 6, Table 2): the

CCSM model predicted a distributional gap during LGM

for both phylogroups, but MIROC based distribution mod-

els predicted that both phylogroups were restricted to the

southern portion of Phyllotis present distribution. Neverthe-

less, both models consistently predicted the area between

32°S and 35°S as suitable for both phylogroups during

LGM. Those latitudinal distribution dynamics must be con-

sidered with caution because downscaled climatic data may

not represent local geographic complexity with accuracy;

nevertheless, the main altitudinal displacements between

glacial-interglacial transitions for intraspecific lineages were

consistently supported by both LGM distribution models. It

is important to emphasize that altitudinal particularities

reported for both lineages at present were already estab-

lished during LGM: lineages A and B might have been

restricted to approximately the same latitude, but only lin-

eage A displayed suitability areas at Andean mountain

range during LGM (Table 2), which also has been sampled

mainly at the Andes and at localities above 1500 m at

present.

Figure 6 Lineage distribution models. The figure shows the species distribution models for present and two LGM climatic models

(columns). Models were built independently for each P. darwini’s intraspecific lineage (rows). Colour scale represents the full

distribution of logistic probability values inside the suitability area determined by the maximum training sensitivity plus specificity

logistic threshold; the white–blue portion of the colour scale represents highest 50% of logistic probability values observed inside the

suitability area.
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DISCUSSION

One of the most important features found in the genetic

structure of Phyllotis darwini was the major split between the

widespread haplogroup (lineage B) and the high-altitude

haplogroup (lineage A). The phylogroup B has the most fre-

quent and widely distributed haplotypes, whereas lineage A

shares only private haplotypes separated by 34 mutational

steps from lineage B, and it is mostly restricted to high-alti-

tude localities. Lineage ages are at least 47 and 57 Kya for

lineages A and B, respectively (lowest 95% HPD value), and

according to GENELAND analysis, the interlineage gene flow

appeared to be restricted at present. Meanwhile both lineages

displayed signals of past population expansions, only lineage

B had a significative isolation by distance pattern. Altogether,

those phylogenetic and populational features suggested that

main lineages in P. darwini had ancient and independent

evolutionary trajectories. Fuentes & Jaksic (1979) hypothe-

sized that there exists two asynchronous speciation modes

for lizards and rodents in central Chile: (1) Mountain specia-

tion occurred during interglacial periods, because of high

species replacement with altitude and between-mountains

isolation, and (2) valley speciation should occur during gla-

cial periods, when species may not reach high-altitude eleva-

tions and connectivity in the valleys is reduced. Given the

ecological attributes of both groups, lizards are expected to

display both speciation modes because they might be affected

by severe decrease in connectivity in the valley during glacial

periods. They are also restricted in high-altitude localities

during interglacial periods because its low vagility, high habi-

tat specificity and high species turnover between mountains.

Rodents would only exhibit the valley speciation mode

because they might have been affected by a decrease in con-

nectivity in the valley during glacial periods, but not by

high-altitude isolation during interglacial, because their high

vagility and lower ‘between-mountains species turnover’

compared to lizards. Those differences in speciation modes

would be finally explained by differences in mobility between

groups, as a consequence of their different thermoregulation

modes and energy requirements (Fuentes & Jaksic, 1979).

Our results show that P. darwini displayed differentiation

inside the lowland phylogroup (Lineage B) with an isolation

by distance pattern and restricted gene flow between

subgroups. This could be considered as evidence of the val-

ley speciation mode inside this endemic rodent species.

Nevertheless, the fact that post-glacial recolonization in

mountain ranges has occurred only in the apparently high-

altitude adapted lineage A, suggests that mountain speciation

mode could be most likely the cause of the origin for this

lineage, which does not show latitudinal structure despite

being distributed in several disjunct localities along mountain

ranges. In conclusion, and contrary to the ‘lizards and

rodents’ hypothesis, the lineages in P. darwini appear to have

originated by the same mechanism which drives the specia-

tion mode suggested for lizards in the central Chile area

(both valley and mountain speciation modes in the whole

species). The specific historic event which could have trig-

gered those intraspecific diversification events remains elu-

sive, because lineage ages in P. darwini could be older than

Quaternary times.

The fact that P. darwini’s distributional range at present

can be estimated by overlapping lineage distribution models

is non-trivial. Even though model performance is slightly

worst in lineage distribution models compared to whole spe-

cies distribution model, it is clear that using below species

level ESUs in SDMs, we are able to recover very important

distributional information. In fact, in this approach we have

demonstrated that P. darwini is composed of two ancient

lineages which, despite their latitudinal overlap, it shares a

very strict altitudinal segregation at present. An important

methodological consideration is that intraspecific lineages

may have more restricted climatic niches than the whole spe-

cies, and given the low resolution of downscaled climatic

models regards local conditions, it is not surprising that the

distribution models at intraspecific level suffered more over-

prediction than the whole species distribution models

(Merow et al., 1992; Laughlin et al., 2012). Therefore, the

use of more restrictive probability thresholds for distribution

models below species level must be encouraged, especially

when environmental conditions changes abruptly, such as

altitude across small geographic distances, as occurs in the

valley and cordilleras from central Chile.

Once we have established the phylogenetic and population

structure, main lineage’s ages and meaningful lineage distri-

bution models at present, the next step was to project our

lineage distribution model to climatic conditions at LGM.

The rationale behind this procedure is as follows: if we can

estimate geographic distribution for intraspecific lineages at

present and also at some point in the past, with very differ-

ent climatic conditions, then we can compare past to present

Table 2 Lineage’s distribution model summary, at present and at LGM (current conditions, CCSM and MIROC).

P. darwini lineage A P. darwini lineage B

Present 24°S–36°S. Highest logistic probability

values at the Andean mountain range

25°S–35°S. Highest logistic probability values at the valley and at the coast

CCSM Distributional gap between 28°S and 31°S Distributional gap between 28°S and 31°S. Not distributed

in the Andean mountain range

MIROC 31°S–35°S. Distributed at andes, valley and coast 30°S–35°S Mainly distributed in the valley and the coast
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lineage distribution, and interpret the differences between

those geographic ranges as distributional responses to climate

change. LGM was chosen because is one of the biggest recent

climatic events (Heusser, 1990; Clapperton, 1994; Heusser

et al., 2006), and it has been hypothesized as a major forcing

in vegetation range dynamics in the central Chile biodiversity

hotspot (Villagr�an & Armesto, 1991; Villagr�an & Hinojosa,

2005). In this context, the results shows that at LGM, both

lineages were restricted to approximately the same latitudes

(31°S–35°S, probably with a disjunction in lineage B accord-

ing to the CCSM model) but only lineage A displayed suit-

ability areas at the high-altitude Andean mountain ranges.

After the LGM event, temperature may have rise and precipi-

tation may have declined at those latitudes, and besides other

minor climatic oscillations, present-day temperature is higher

and precipitation is lower than during LGM. Therefore, this

comparison suggests that after post-LGM warming, both lin-

eages expanded their northern distribution to their present

geographic range limits around 26°S (or establishing a con-

tinuum distribution in the CCSM model for lineage B).

However, only lineage A has colonized Andean mountain

ranges above 1500 m altitude, being the lineage that retained

its Andean distribution during the maximum glacial advance

through the Andes during LGM (Clapperton & Rabassa,

1990; Clapperton, 1994). In conclusion, after glaciation, both

lineages expanded their distribution reaching the same lati-

tudes (northward expansion for both lineages according to

MIROC, and only for lineage A according to CCSM), but

clearly not to the same altitudes. This would explain the pre-

sent segregation of altitudinal limits, where lineage B shows a

wide distribution although restricted to the lowlands and the

coast, whereas lineage A is mainly distributed through the

Andes and the coastal mountain ranges above a threshold of

1500 m approximately. Therefore, the distributional response

to an increase of temperature and a decline of precipitation

was independent for each lineage: lineage B colonized a

broad latitudinal range but restricted to low elevations,

whereas lineage A was able to colonize mountain ranges.

Thus, we hypothesize that both lineages will display indepen-

dent distributional responses to future GCC scenarios, as

they did in the past. This conclusion would be impossible to

achieve whether we consider that species behaves as simple

ecological units to climate change.

It is important to notice that both lineages seem to have

been codistributed between 31°S and 35°S during LGM

according to MIROC based estimations, but the distribution

model projected in CCSM climatic data predicts a second

relict between 25°S and 28°S. We cannot rule out the latter

possibility; in fact, it could be a good explanation for the

only lowland locality in which lineage A has been sampled,

the current northern P. darwini distribution’s limit. In sum-

mary, the area across 31°S–35°S is predicted as suitable by

both LGM distribution models, and the opposite for the

high-altitude Andean areas. We do not expect to provide

precise distribution models because high resolution climatic

models which reproduce the local conditions and the com-

plex geography of the central Chile hotspot are lacking. Nev-

ertheless, the essential altitudinal pattern and independent

post-LGM colonization with altitudinal segregation for

intraspecific lineages is supported by both, CCSM and

MIROC based distribution models, and additionally by our

field observations at present. All those distribution dynamics

relies on the strong assumption that the climatic niche of

these two ancient lineages has remained approximately con-

stant since the last 20 Kya. This seems a reasonable assump-

tion given the estimated lineage ages and the dramatic

distributional shifts reported, but a note of caution must be

given because of the possibility of rapid niche evolution has

not been evaluated here. This could be an interesting

research topic for further investigations on P. darwini.

Regarding concrete applications of our results for conser-

vation purposes in the central Chile hotspot, the intraspecific

distributional dynamics of P. darwini suggests that coastal

and Andean cordilleras may behave as a biological corridor

for terrestrial vertebrates during interglacial conditions,

whereas during glacial conditions the valley and the coastal

cordillera could be considered as a refuge for lineages from

highlands and lowlands. If this pattern is confirmed for

another species, a sensible conservation strategy should be to

prioritize a chain of several small protected areas with high

connectivity in the Andes, as a biological corridor during

current interglacial conditions. In a long-term perspective,

this strategy should prioritize protected areas with great sur-

face, preferably located in the coastal cordillera, between

31°S and 35°S, which is the area that apparently behave as a

refuge during glacial conditions.

In conclusion, our study brings evidence of an endemic

species from an endangered area that contains cryptic diver-

sity below the species level, and whose intraspecific lineages

have responded independently to climate change in the past.

Importantly, the study suggests that lineages of P. darwini

may not behave as a single ecological unit to future GCC

scenarios. Given that high levels of cryptic diversity below

species level is a frequent pattern (B�alint et al., 2011), the

integration of genetic and ecological tools must be encour-

aged (May et al., 2011) as a way to understand the complex

distributional responses of species and biotas, in order to

prevent massive cryptic biodiversity losses in the future. The

methodology proposed in this work could be a way to make

more realistic predictions for conservation planning in the

future global change scenario.
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